PUBS & HOTELS

OrderMate’s BarPOS is designed to make running your bar
faster and easier.
Whether you want to pay off to a bar tab, apply a discount, or have multiple price levels activated
in your Bar – OrderMate BarPOS has the power and functionality to suit all your needs.

OrderMate BarPOS is a LIVE system
So why is this so important? Simple, being Live means
that you can access, read and perform all stock takes
to the second.
OrderMate’s BarPOS does not require you to batch-off a
shift or day in order to gain accurate information about
your business. Most importantly, this allows you to
perform accurate stock takes over multiple days with
‘to the second’ accuracy of information.
• BarPOS adheres to our Keep It Simple philosophy
• Access your data onsite or remotely LIVE
• Flexibility to complete stock take over multiple days
• Fast & Easy bar tab management
• Advanced price levels for happy hour and promotions
• Full integration with wireless handhelds for stocktake
• Perform a stocktake live while you are trading
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OrderMate’s BarPOS software has been designed and
developed together with our customers and our team who
have all worked in bars and hotels. With this experience and
knowledge, we have put together an extremely clean, simple
yet comprehensive software package.
Price Levels and Membership
• BarPOS allows yout to quickly and easily setup
many different pricing levels.
• With a swipe of the card your members can have
access to a totally different pricing structure and
preset discounts.
• Time based pricing levels can be setup for happy
hours and other weekly promotions.
• There is no limit to the number of price levels
you can have with OrderMate’s BarPOS.

Recipes and On-Screen Assistance
With high turnover of staff and constant changing
of menu items, it is hard to expect your staff to
remember every item you sell. OrderMate’s BarPOS
makes life easier for you by having a detailed
recipe and picture of every item. Making a complex
cocktail is suddenly a lot easier!
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